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Abstract Advanced biophysical imaging techniques,
such as cryo-electron microscopy or tomography, enable
3D volumetric reconstructions of large macromolecular
complexes in a near-native environment. However, pure
volumetric data is insufficient for a detailed understanding
of the underlying protein–protein interactions. This obsta-
cle can be overcome by assembling an atomic model of the
whole protein complex from known atomic structures,
which are available from either X-ray crystallography or
homology modeling. Due to many factors such as noise,
conformational variability, experimental artifacts, and
inexact model structures, existing automatic docking pro-
cedures are known to report false positives for a significant
number of cases. The present paper focuses on a new
technique to combine an offline exhaustive search algo-
rithm with interactive visualization, collision detection, and
haptic rendering. The resulting software system is highly
immersive and allows the user to efficiently solve even
difficult multi-resolution docking problems. Stereoscopic
viewing, combined with head tracking and force feedback,
generates an ideal virtual environment for true interaction
with and solution of hybrid biomolecular modeling
problems.
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1 Introduction
A key to understand the function of biological systems is
the visualization of their natural state, ideally in a natural
environment. At a molecular level, this is challenging.
Traditional experimental techniques, such as X-ray crys-
tallography, can provide the atomic structure of proteins,
but only by removing them from their native surroundings
and forcing them into a crystal lattice. Over the past dec-
ade, microscopy techniques have emerged as alternatives to
these traditional structure determination methods, with the
advantage of visualizing large multi-component molecules
in a near-native state. Given the current focus of structural
biology on interactions between proteins and better
understanding of large protein complexes, cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM) has become a valuable tool (Frank
2002). Both image acquisition techniques and the compu-
tational synthesis of 3D volumetric models from micro-
graphs have advanced considerably. 3D reconstructions of
large protein complexes or even individual proteins can
now be obtained (Fig. 1). While cryo-EM, thus, offers
numerous advantages (small sample size, no need to
crystallize, no packing effects, etc.), its main drawback is
its inability to attain atomic resolution. Related techniques,
such as cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET; Lucˇic´ et al.
2005) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS; Petoukhov
and Svergun 2007), also yield non-atomic resolution 3D
reconstructions of protein complexes and the methods
discussed in this paper are equally applicable.
The failure to achieve atomic resolution with cryo-EM,
cryo-ET, or SAXS is not as big a stumbling block as one
might expect. Often, crystal structures or good homology
models are available for individual subunits. These known
atomic structures can be docked into experimental volu-
metric reconstructions, yielding an atomic model of the
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whole complex (Steven and Baumeister 2008; Wriggers
and Chaco´n 2001; Rossmann et al. 2005). Currently, var-
ious docking approaches exist, the results of which have
lead to a significantly better understanding of the structure
and interaction of proteins and protein complexes. How-
ever, the multi-resolution docking problem poses a series
of challenges, which are detailed in Sect. 2. Those chal-
lenges cannot be dealt with by fully automated, exhaustive
search-based, pattern matching algorithms. User input is
vital and an immersive environment is key to allow the user
to efficiently dock high-resolution structures into experi-
mental volumetric data sets. The goal of our present work
is to provide a fully immersive docking environment,
which utilizes stereoscopic viewing, head tracking, and
haptic rendering. Only such a truly interactive approach
allows an in-depth, exhaustive, and efficient exploration of
a given docking problem.
The present report first discusses both docking chal-
lenges and existing fitting methods, and then describes our
novel technique.
2 Docking challenges and existing methods
The multi-resolution docking problem can be defined in the
present context as the following: given a 3D volumetric
map and a set of atomic structures, find the locations and
orientations of the structures that best reproduce the vol-
ume data. Theoretically, maximizing a scoring function
that measures the quality of the current docking will yield
the desired result. Each structure should be fitted
independently to avoid problems if not all atomic structures
are known.
While the ultimate goal, stated above, seems feasible,
numerous problems appear due to the nature of the
experimental data sets. The actual micrographs obtained by
cryo-EM contain large amounts of noise (Fig. 2), caused by
the extremely low electron dose necessary to avoid
destroying the specimen. The low signal-to-noise ratio can
be improved by first aligning and then averaging particle
projections of identical orientations. In practice, tens of
thousands of individual particles images are required to
produce a 3D reconstruction of 10 A˚ resolution or better
(Frank 2006).
Several other factors also reduce the resolution or
introduce distortions. First, no two protein complexes are
truly identical due to small random conformational chan-
ges. Second, multiple stable conformations may exist,
which differ significantly but are difficult to distinguish in
the micrographs. Third, the density of the volume data is
often heterogeneous, again caused by conformational
fluctuations. Fourth, the orientational preferences of a
biomolecule on the experimental support can lead to major
gaps in the angular space of the projections and cause
deformations in the 3D reconstruction. Finally, due to the
complex nature of cryo-EM, artifacts may be introduced at
any stage from the sample preparation to recording the
actual micrograph.
The experimental difficulties of obtaining a good 3D
reconstruction of a protein complex represent only one
class of problems. Further challenges arise from the atomic
structures used for the docking. X-ray structures may
Fig. 1 The interface of the
Sculptor visualization package,
showing a 3D volumetric
reconstruction (from cryo-EM)
of a GroEL chaperonin
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exhibit distortions due to crystal packing effects. Homol-
ogy models are usually derived from different species and
are only approximate models of the true atomic structure of
the proteins under study.
All the above factors contribute in rendering multi-
resolution docking an ill-posed problem. While the under-
lying theoretical problem is straightforward, including these
complicating factors into a scoring function is difficult and
may never be achieved. Therefore, the knowledge and
reasoning of a human user will always be necessary to
critically evaluate solutions to a given docking problem.
Two general approaches for solving the multi-resolution
docking problem are currently prevalent: exhaustive eva-
luation of cross-correlation-based scoring functions
(Chaco´n and Wriggers 2002; Jiang et al. 2001; Garzo´n
et al. 2007; Volkmann and Hanein 1999; Roseman 2000;
Rossmann 2000; Ceulemans and Russell 2004; Wu et al.
2003) or measuring the deviation of feature points of the
multi-resolution 3D objects (Wriggers et al. 1999;
Birmanns and Wriggers 2007). Each approach has different
strengths and weaknesses—the method proposed in this
work utilizes a cross-correlation coefficient as its main
scoring function, an adaptation to feature-based scoring
functions would also be possible.
In correlation-based docking, the scoring function is
determined by projecting and blurring the atomic structure
onto a 3D map and calculating the cross-correlation coef-
ficient between this map and the original volume data. The
statistical nature of cross-correlation ensures that high
scores are generated not only for nearly perfect matches,
but also for approximate agreement. This property is vital
in the current context since near-perfect matches are rare.
Using cross-correlation as a scoring function, the best
docking locations are usually found via an exhaustive
search. Such a docking procedure can be applied success-
fully to high-quality, intermediate resolution maps, but is
prone to fail for more problematic data sets. In the past,
efforts went into the development of advanced scoring
functions that aim to counteract the artifacts of the experi-
mental maps. An example is the introduction of an edge-
detection filter like the Laplacian (Chaco´n and Wriggers
2002), which extends significantly the viable resolution
range of automatic molecular-docking tools. Nevertheless,
as stated above, the resolution is just one property of the
volumetric map—numerous factors contribute to the final
shape of the volume data and it is not feasible to model
them accurately using a scoring function.
Besides the scoring function itself, exhaustive search
methods encounter a second problem: How are candidate
solutions picked? Solely relying on high docking scores is
only practical in near-perfect data sets. In less optimal
cases, many almost equivalent solutions exist and the user
is inundated by hundreds of solutions for a protein complex
containing only a few subunits.
To illustrate this point further, we chose the GroEL
chaperonin (PDB entry 1GRL) as a test system. This pro-
tein is a homo-14mer with a monomer weight of approxi-
mately 47 kDa. We first performed a series of exhaustive
searches at several resolutions. The atomic structure of
1GRL was low pass filtered, using a Gaussian kernel, to 10,
12.5, and 15 A˚ resolution. To simulate experimental
density variations, the weight of atoms in the outer ‘‘rings’’
was varied between 1.00 and 0.70. This yielded a density
decrease in these parts similar to that found in experimental
Fig. 2 Six cryo-electron
micrographs of the GroEL
chaperonin
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maps (where it is due to motion of atoms in these regions).
Using the simulated maps, 23 exhaustive searches were
performed. For an automated search to succeed, the top 14
solution candidates have to correspond to the 14 monomers
in the protein complex. As Table 1 shows, the exhaustive
search can only be trusted at 10 A˚ resolution, with little or
no density variation. These are the sole cases where the top
14 candidates represent the 14 monomers in the structure.
At lower resolutions or larger density variations, the
exhaustive search fails to produce a proper ranking of
solutions. While all true solutions are still found, they are
preceded by large numbers of false positives (see the
‘‘highest correct’’ column in Table 1).
As an alternative to the fully automatic docking tools,
scientists often carry out purely user-guided docking in a
visualization program (Kleywegt et al. 2001). This solely
visual approach allows a biologist to directly apply his or
her knowledge of the system under study. On the other
hand, the procedure is highly subjective and the software
does not support the user in any way. Manipulating a
protein in six dimensions (6D, three translations and three
rotations) is non-trivial and the best docking solutions are
not necessarily evident.
In related scientific fields, virtual reality has been used
successfully to enhance scientists’ understanding of a given
problem and guide software towards promising solutions.
Tactile feedback for drug-receptor docking simulations has
been pioneered by Ouh-young et al. (1988). More recently,
Bayazit et al. (2001) also used force feedback to guide a
motion planning algorithm for ligand binding. In the
present context of multi-resolution docking, our group has
developed a haptic docking solution which computes a
simplified scoring function and the related forces on the fly
(Birmanns and Wriggers 2003).
Our current aim is to support the user with significantly
more docking information and provide a fully immersive
environment for solving challenging multi-resolution
docking problems. Tactile clues about a scoring landscape
are critical in such an endeavor, but they need to be based
on an accurate scoring function. High-quality scoring
functions are computationally expensive and therefore not
suitable for real-time updates. We circumvent this problem
by utilizing a fast exhaustive search pattern matching
platform which can pre-compute a 3D field of fitting
scores. Such a field is amicable to visualization, haptic
rendering, and further feature extraction. Since the scoring
field is calculated offline, complex, correlation based,
scoring functions can be used and the interactive portion of
our system can focus on generating additional docking
information on the fly. One crucial piece of information is
the interactions with already docked proteins. We deve-
loped an intuitive system which provides visual cues to the
user about favorable interactions and highlights potential
clashes. This combination of offline exhaustive search and
online interaction detection allows an intuitive, visual, and
haptic exploration of a given docking problem.
3 Interactive global docking
Interactive global docking (IGD) consists of two separate
steps: first, an offline exhaustive search is performed in
Eliquos, our new cross-correlation based exhaustive
search software. This typically takes from a few minutes
to a few hours, depending on the size of the system. The
exhaustive search produces a vector field containing fit-
ting scores and orientations of the probe structure, i.e., a
scoring field. This field is read into our Sculptor visuali-
zation package and the user interactively explores both
the scoring field and any additional docking information
generated on-the-fly by Sculptor. Figure 3 shows an out-
line of the software architecture and the sections below
discuss both steps in detail.
Table 1 Summary of simulated GroEL docking results
Resolution (A˚) Weighta % topb Highest correctc























a Relative weight of outer ‘‘rings’’
b Percentage of solutions found in top 14 candidates. All solutions
were contained in the complete set of candidates.
c Rank of highest correct candidate
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3.1 Exhaustive search
Eliquos, which performs the offline exhaustive search, is a
general multi-resolution docking application. It is geared
towards fast and accurate docking of large data sets, using
a scoring function based on cross-correlation. Several
advanced filtering techniques are available to enable high-
accuracy docking at both high and low resolutions. Like
most exhaustive search docking programs, Eliquos is a
black box in the sense that once the user specifies the input
parameters, no further interaction occurs and the software
will output a set of solutions guided solely by the chosen
scoring function.
Eliquos is written in C, employing extensive applica-
tion-specific low-level tuning, OpenMP, and the Intel Math
Kernel Library (Intel Corporation 1994–2008) to achieve
high performance. It uses the standard MRC file format
(Short 2006) for volume data I/O and the PDB format (The
worldwide Protein Data Bank 2008) for atomic structures.
While the actual docking procedure follows the approach
of Chaco´n and Wriggers (2002), Eliquos contains many
improvements to increase the efficiency of the code. The
two most prominent new features are pre-screening of
possible orientations and a padding routine which extends
the experimental map by the smallest amount necessary for
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) translational matching.
The six degrees of freedom (DOF) which are examined
in a 6D exhaustive search are treated in two different ways.
The translational DOF are explored via the application of
the Fourier convolution theorem, which states that a con-
volution in real space is equivalent to a multiplication in
Fourier space. Calculating the cross-correlation (CC) in
Fourier space allows the simultaneous evaluation of the CC
for all possible docking locations in a given map (using the
voxels of the target map as an implicit grid). The three
rotational DOF are scanned explicitly using a uniform
angular grid. Typically, an angular grid resolution of under
10 is needed for sufficiently fine sampling, which leads to
a large number of samples. At 9 angular step size, over
20,000 Euler angles need to be explored. Since the exe-
cution time of the docking algorithm scales linearly with
the number of angles examined, it is judicious to prune the
angular grid as much as possible. Eliquos achieves this
pruning by testing each orientation and determining if the
orientation is feasible from a purely geometric point of
view. For example, the experimental map of a membrane
protein will be much larger in one direction than in the
other two, limiting the viable orientations of the equally
elongated probe structure. On the other hand, when a small
probe structure is docked into a very large protein complex,
most (if not all) orientations need to be examined. Eliquos
performs this screening procedure quickly by calculating
the convex hull (Barber et al. 1996) of the probe structure.
The convex hull describes an envelope around the probe
and only contains the (small number of) atoms which span
this envelope. The convex hull can, therefore, be used to
rapidly determine which orientations will fit inside the
experimental map.
Having found all feasible orientations, Eliquos then
determines the amount of padding needed for the experi-
mental volumetric map. Padding the map is necessary for
several reasons: a given orientation might be viable but
cannot fit into the map when rotated around the center of
the probe structure, padding needed for filtering the map,
padding to avoid FFT artifacts during the translational
search, and padding to enable the use of the most efficient
FFT pathways available. The actual amount of padding is
determined taking all four factors into account. This
approach ensures that only the absolute minimum of pad-
ding is added since the cost of the FFT scales as Oðn log nÞ,
where n is the total number of voxels.
In a final preparation step, a list of reasonable probe
positions is generated. Again, purely geometric reasoning
is applied to determine all possible positions of the probe
structure. This step is necessary since Laplacian filtering,
e.g., can generate false positive solutions, corresponding to
exterior docking. In practice, Eliquos generates a spherical
test volume with a diameter of half the smallest extent of
the probe structure. A single unfiltered FFT cross-correla-
tion calculation is then performed, which results in a 3D
map of viable locations.
After all preparation steps are completed, the exhaustive
6D search can be performed (Fig. 4). The search loops over
all feasible orientations, rotating and blurring the probe
structure, and calculating the cross-correlation coefficients
for all possible translations in the given orientation. At the
end of each iteration, a list of candidate solutions is
Fig. 3 The overall software architecture of the interactive global
docking system
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updated to reflect the currently best orientation at each
position.
If a fully automated exhaustive search is desired, Eli-
quos then locates the highest ranked positions and corre-
sponding orientations. The set of candidate solutions is
sorted by docking score and then pruned to eliminate near-
degenerate solutions. The resulting solutions are further
optimized using a local optimization procedure. This off-
grid optimization ensures the best possible docking of the
high-resolution probe structure into the experimental 3D
reconstruction.
In the case of IGD, Eliquos instead generates several
files containing the scoring field. These files consist of two
MRC volume data sets and one text file with a list of all
sampled orientations. The first volume file contains the
scalar component of the scoring field, i.e., the score of
the best solution at each position. The second volume holds
the corresponding orientation in the form of an index. The
Sculptor visualization package can read in and use this
scoring field as one of the docking criteria supporting the
user’s fitting decisions.
3.2 Interactive visualization
The interactive stage of IGD is performed in the Sculptor
visualization package. Sculptor (Fig. 1) is aimed primarily
at working with volumetric data sets and docking of high-
resolution structures into these 3D reconstructions. It
makes extensive use of hardware graphics acceleration to
provide high performance visualization of large data sets.
Some of the provided features are as follows: volume
manipulation tools, isosurface and direct volume rendering,
feature-based multi-resolution docking using vector quan-
tization, fast flexible fitting based on interpolation, and
cross-correlation-based refinement of approximately fitted
structures. In addition, Sculptor provides broad virtual
reality support: stereoscopic rendering, head tracking, and
various haptic devices are supported. The paragraphs
below first describe the general software architecture of
Sculptor and then outline the main loop of the IGD visu-
alization phase. Finally, both the haptic rendering and
steric interaction components are explained in more detail.
The application Sculptor is a thin software layer sitting
on top of a general purpose scientific visualization and
virtual reality library called SVT. SVT was developed for
various in-house virtual reality projects, providing appli-
cations with a transparent software platform to access
immersive, multi-display VR systems, and also conven-
tional workstations. The C?? library combines a flexible
VR rendering backend with advanced scientific visualiza-
tion methods. Beside volume rendering and biomolecular
visualization routines, the toolkit also includes support for
tactile feedback using a variety of different haptic devices.
The modules controlling the virtual reality and haptic
rendering hardware are designed as a separate abstraction
layer called LIVE. The LIVE layer provides a device-
independent interface and permits flexible, on-demand
loading of code. This way, devices can be added or
removed after linking the main application, and even dur-
ing run-time. In addition, the library makes VR devices
accessible through the network and across different
operating system platforms, without any changes in the
application code.
Sculptor itself links SVT with biomolecular modeling
routines and a Qt-based user interface. It thereby can run
not only on most multi-display VR installations, but also on
PC workstations typically found in experimental biology
labs. If executed on a workstation, the user interface inte-
grates the 3D rendering in the main application window
(Fig. 1), to assure a similar user experience as in other 3D
modeling packages. In a VR system, the 3D rendering area
is detached from the user interface and shown on the dis-
play areas using a perspective correction based on the
position information from the head-tracking device.
For IGD, Sculptor first loads the exhaustive search
results generated by Eliquos. When IGD is activated, the
main loop shown in Fig. 5 is entered. As the user moves
the probe structure, Sculptor retrieves both the optimal
orientation at the current position and the global docking
score from the exhaustive search data. Then, the forces are















Fig. 4 The main loop of the 6D exhaustive search in Eliquos
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interpolation. Next, steric interactions are determined and
finally both the visual and haptic output is updated. Once a
satisfactory probe position is found, it can be added to a set
of candidate solutions. The user can easily switch the focus
of IGD between the current position and any of the saved
solutions, allowing an iterative refinement of the docking
locations.
Sculptor has already supported force-feedback guided
docking for some time (Birmanns and Wriggers 2003). A
local cross-correlation measure was used to give feedback
about the local neighborhood and guide the user to favor-
able docking positions. This approach has the distinct
advantage that no pre-computation is necessary and the
user can start exploring the docking problem immediately.
However, a computationally simple docking score must be
used in this context, since haptic devices need real-time
force updates in the order of 1,000 Hz to provide a
smooth user experience. Full cross-correlation scores with
advanced filtering are computationally too expensive. By
using a pre-computed scoring field, scoring functions of
arbitrary complexity can be used and the force calculation
simplifies to a table lookup and trivial interpolation. The
forces are determined via the first derivative of a quadratic
polynomial, using the current score and its nearest neigh-
bors as input data points for the interpolant. The interpo-
lation and differentiation are performed separately along
each principal axis. The orientations contained in the
scoring field allow the software to rotate the probe structure
into the best orientation at the current point in space. The
user is thus only responsible for translating the structure,
which greatly simplifies his task. Limiting the interactive
search space to 3D also has the advantage that inexpensive
haptic devices can be used for the force feedback. Novint
Technologies, Inc. (2008), e.g., offers the Falcon 3D device
priced below $200. While the Falcon was developed for
immersive 3D gaming, it is ideally suited for our docking
approach. The device only supports 3D translations but no
rotations. In practice, the user experience with the Falcon is
at least as good as, e.g., with a SensAble Phantom. Since
only 3D translations are needed for IGD, the lack of rota-
tional DOF is actually an advantage.
During the interactive stage of IGD, Sculptor not only
uses the scoring field generated by Eliquos, but also gen-
erates additional, on-the-fly, docking information which
the user can draw on to find ideal docking positions. The
additional information is based on possible steric inter-
actions between candidate solutions (i.e., favorable pro-
tein–protein distances). The aim is not to fully simulate
complex protein–protein interactions but rather highlight
areas of interest for the user. Whenever a new potential
solution is found by the user, Sculptor calculates a 3D
distance map which contains the distance from any point in
space to the nearest backbone atom of all solutions. These
distances are stored as a 3D volume where each voxel
contains the corresponding distance. An example of such a
map is shown in Fig. 6. The current candidate solutions are
shown in light blue. The red and green volumes highlight
forbidden and favorable positions for backbone atoms of
the probe structure, respectively. This distance map allows
a very efficient determination of good and bad protein
interactions. The map is consulted at the positions of all Ca
atoms of the probe structure and the distance is compared
























Fig. 5 Sculptor: main loop during interactive global docking
Fig. 6 Sculptor screenshot: example of a distance map used for
efficient steric interaction determination. The current candidate
solutions are shown in light blue. If any backbone atoms of the
probe structure enter a red region, a steric clash with the existing
solutions is likely. On the other hand, the green regions represent
areas resulting in favorable interaction distances.
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Ka¨llblad and Dean (2004) performed an extensive study
of protein–protein contacts in nature. They concluded that
only a narrow range of backbone–backbone distances occur
at the interface between two proteins. Based on their
results, we consider distances below 2.5 A˚ to represent a
clash and 2.5–10 A˚ to be a favorable interaction. While
these default values appear to be suitable for a wide range
of docking problems, they can nonetheless be changed
interactively.
4 Computational and VR details
Our VR setup is a self-built, low-cost back-projection
system, employing polarization filters and inexpensive
polarized glasses for stereoscopic viewing. Two DLP
projectors with linear polarizing filters and a polarization
preserving screen are used. Due to space constraints, two
mirrors fold the light path, yielding a compact system with
a 80 9 80 footprint and a 80 9 60 screen. An electro-
magnetic head-tracking system is used to determine the
viewer’s position and viewing direction. The projected
view is continuously updated to provide the illusion of
stationary 3D objects.
The display system is driven by an AMD Athlon64
4400? X2 dual core processor with 2 GB of RAM and a
NVidia Quadro FX 4500 graphics card. A SensAble
Phantom 1.5/6DOF, connected via a parallel port, provides
6D input and force feedback. To garantee high haptic
rendering update frequencies, the device control and force
calculations are performed in a separate thread. Due to the
pre-computed scoring field, this thread only consumes a
fraction of one CPU core.
An inexpensive haptic device alternative for the desktop
is the Novint Falcon. While not providing quite the fidelity
of the Phantom, the Falcon is perfectly suitable for desk-
tops or even laptops. Paired with visual force output via an
arrow, it makes IGD also accessible on common and
inexpensive hardware.
Sculptor, Eliquos, and the associated libraries are freely
available in binary form from http://sculptor.biomachina.
org. Executables for 32 and 64 bit Linux, Windows, Power
and Intel Macs are available. Please contact the authors for
access to the source code.
We also ported the exhaustive search export function-
ality into the established Colores tool (Chaco´n and
Wriggers 2002) of the Situs docking package (available
from http://situs.biomachina.org). This allows users to take
advantage of IGD without requiring knowledge of the new
Eliquos package.
5 IGD in practice
To give an example of docking with IGD, we return to the
GroEL example given earlier. We start by loading the
scoring field from the 15 A˚ resolution test with a density
variation of 0.9 into Sculptor. The top scoring solution of
the exhaustive search is shown in Fig. 7a and is clearly
incorrect. As Table 1 shows, the first correct solution has a
rank of 295, but the scoring field does contain all correct
solutions. The IGD starting position (Fig. 7b) again reflects
this high scoring but false solution. The probe structure can
then be moved in 3D via a haptic device (Fig. 7c). The user
is only responsible for translating the center of the mono-
mer, the optimal orientation at the present position is
Fig. 7 Stages of interactive
global docking. The figure
shows direct screen captures
from the Sculptor visualization
package. a Incorrect top scoring
solution from exhaustive search.
b Starting point of IGD.
c Moving the probe. d Found a
local maximum. e Steric clashes
shown as red spheres. f Good
contacts highlighted as green
spheres
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determined by the scoring field. So, as the probe structure
is moved around the experimental data set, it automatically
rotates into the most favorable orientation. In addition, the
(globally normalized) score at the present position is dis-
played graphically through color changes of the central
sphere as well as numerically. The user then locates a
suitable candidate position for the first docked monomer,
taking the global docking score and his or her knowledge
of the system into account. When trying to find such a
position, which should be a local maximum in the scoring
field, the force feedback becomes a crucial guide for the
user and is further enhanced by visual feedback via a
gradient arrow. When a local maximum is encountered, it
is highlighted by a wire-frame overlay around the central
sphere (Fig. 7d). Once a suitable location is chosen, it can
be saved as a solution (Fig. 7e, white structure) and the
probe is moved in search for the next candidate location. At
this stage, the additional steric information generated by
Sculptor comes into play. The user can visualize steric
clashes between the current probe structure and all previ-
ously docked solutions (Fig. 7e) as well as good protein
contacts (Fig. 7f). Once all constituent proteins are
approximately placed, their positions can be further
adjusted by either manual or automatic refinement. For
example, Fig. 8 shows a closer view of the fit resulting
from automatic Laplacian refinement of all subunits. No
steric clashes are evident and the protein interfaces are
highlighted by green spheres, signifying good contacts.
6 Interactive docking example: binding of Cdc6
to the origin recognition complex (ORC)
Binding of the Cdc6 protein to the ORC is a crucial step in
the assembly of the DNA pre-replication complex (Liang
et al. 1995) during cell division. The ORC–Cdc6 assembly
has previously been extensively studied by Speck et al.
(2005) using various techniques, including negative stain
electron microscopy. The resulting volumetric data sets
with 20 A˚ resolution are publicly available (EMDB entries
1156 and 1157). Figure 9a shows a map of the ORC by
itself and Fig. 9b depicts the assembled ORC–Cdc6 com-
plex. While a significant reorganization occurs in the ORC
during assembly, Cdc6 clearly docks on the left side of the
complex.
Using PDB entry 1FNN (Liu et al. 2000) as the Cdc6
probe structure, we performed an exhaustive search with
Laplacian filtering and refined the ten top scoring candidate
solutions. An angular step size of 9 was used during the
search, resulting in a search space of 20,400 angles. Fig-
ure 9c shows the ORC–Cdc6 complex with the top scoring
docked solution (blue). However, this solution lies com-
pletely within the original ORC and can, therefore, not be
valid. In fact, all the top ten solutions fall within the ORC
part of the complex. These false positives are produced by
the comparatively low resolution of 20 A˚, a lack of interior
details in negative stain maps, and an uneven density dis-
tribution in the experimental data.
Exploring the exhaustive search data via IGD in
Sculptor yielded five candidate solutions in the correct area
of the ORC–Cdc6 complex. A local optimization (again
using Laplacian filtering) was performed on these solu-
tions. The optimized candidates were ranked both via
standard and Laplacian cross-correlation. Two of the can-
didates produce nearly identical top scores; however, one
Fig. 8 Results of automated refinement of the interactively docked
structures. No steric clashes occur and the protein–protein interfaces
are highlighted by green spheres
Fig. 9 Interactive docking of ORC–Cdc6: a Experimental map of ORC without Cdc6. b Experimental map of ORC with Cdc6. c Globally best
docking solution from exhaustive search. d Docking solution from IGD with subsequent local optimization.
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of them again showed significant overlap with the lone
ORC structure. The remaining solution is shown in
Fig. 9d and is similar to the manually docked structure by
Speck et al.
The present example highlights the true power of IGD.
Often, information about the rough position of a subunit is
known from biology, but traditional exhaustive search
methods fail to rank solutions in this area high enough.
Thus, they are often not seen by the user. As mentioned
above, uneven density distributions in the experimental
data usually prevent automatic exhaustive search algo-
rithms from succeeding in such cases. Picking the correct
candidate solution then falls back on the user’s knowledge
of the system’s biology and IGD greatly simplifies this
process.
7 Conclusions
The IGD approach, presented here, combines the best
features of non-interactive exhaustive search techniques
and purely interactive visualization methods. It provides
the user with both visual and haptic feedback about global
docking scores, steric clashes, and good protein–protein
interfaces. The additional information supplied during IGD
allows biologists to not only rely on their personal
knowledge of the system but also draw on objective,
software-generated, fitting information. The currently
available indicators represent only the first steps for
incorporating more information into multi-resolution
docking procedures. In the future, we plan to include
contact information from mutation experiments, distances
from NMR or FRET quenching measurements, as well as
improving the existing scoring functions. Finally, the
ORC–Cdc6 binding example demonstrates how our new
approach allows for an efficient solution of a docking
problem where traditional exhaustive search techniques
fail. The highly immersive environment, provided by IGD,
greatly facilitates this docking task for the user.
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